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PLAN
REALISING OPPORTUNITIES FOR AUSTRALIA
THROUGH MINERAL RESOURCES
Australia’s mineral resources sector plays a vital role in our
nation’s ongoing prosperity. Our status as one of the world’s
pre-eminent destinations for mineral resources is challenged
by rapid global changes in supply and demand, resources
security and technological developments. In addition, our
partners are increasing looking to balance investment with
strong corporate governance and ethical, environmental and
social responsibility.
Australia Minerals provides a coordinated response to the
challenges and opportunities of this more complex operating
and investment environment by implementing deliberate and
strategic actions that: promote Australia’s pre-competitive
data for de-risking mineral exploration; highlight our mineral
investment opportunities and credentials; and set us apart
internationally as an attractive place to do business.

Who is Australia Minerals?
Australia Minerals is a collaboration of Australia’s federal,
state and Northern Territory government geoscience
agencies working together with unrivalled expertise and
a record of innovation offering vast holdings of publicly
available modern datasets including pre-competitive
geoscience data and information that supports mineral
explorers to realise investment opportunities. The
collaboration aims to ensure that Australia remains a
preferred investment destination for mineral resources
exploration, development and supply.

Why invest in Australia’s mineral resources sector?
Australia has a rich and diverse mineral endowment and
long history of discovering and responsibly developing highquality mineral resources. This, combined with vast tracts of
largely under-explored and highly prospective areas, makes
Australia an ideal place for investment in mineral exploration.

In addition, Australia’s adherence to the rule of law creates
an investment environment of low political and sovereign
risk. Investors can have confidence in consistent and
transparent management of economic settings such as
labour, taxes, royalties, health and safety, skilled migration,
foreign investment and environmental protection as they
operate in a strong and well-established resources industry.
This robust framework combined with Australia’s enormous
resource wealth, huge potential for new discoveries and
well-coordinated government support for exploration and
resource development creates a competitive advantage for
investors in Australia’s mineral resources sector.

Australia Minerals Investment Attraction Plan
Australia Minerals promotes Australia’s diverse mineral
potential and its support for investment in our mineral
resources sector, from all levels of government, through
activities that predominantly target private-sector investors.
This includes participation in major international conferences,
business meetings and seminars, and government-togovernment meetings.
A key part of the strategy is to identify and directly engage
with key international markets that are essential for the
further development of the Australian mineral resources
sector. This includes: current and potential stakeholders
in mining companies of all sizes, other companies across
the supply chain, fund managers, manufacturers, and
government resources agencies.
Success will be measured by increased exploration activity
and discovery rates, further commercial activity across mineral
supply chains and additional project development in Australia.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
australiaminerals.gov.au
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Our vision is for Australia to be globally recognised
as the preferred investment destination for mineral
resources exploration, development and supply.

TARGET MARKETS

Explorers/Producers

Investors

Customers

Government

Major, mid-caps
and juniors

Commercial investors
and business developers

Vertical integrators
and off-takers

Resources agencies

Private or public companies ranging
in scale from small companies
(market capitalisation <$100 m) to
large corporations (>$1 b).

Investment houses, investment
banks, brokers, analysts, who play
an important role in facilitating or
funding projects.

Companies seeking direct and secure
supply of mineral commodities across
the supply chain.

Maintain and strengthen
the knowledge base
of mineral resources
opportunities.

Sustain and enhance the
Australia Minerals brand
in service of the mineral
resources sector.

National agencies charged with
ensuring security of mineral supply
including investment into foreign
mineral projects at various stages
of development.

ACTIVITIES

Deliver coordinated
and complementary
international activities
that promote Australia’s
competitive advantages.

Develop a network
of government affiliates
across Australia.

Demonstrate and promote
the commercial and operational
advantage for investors.

Encourage new investment
in exploration, discovery
and development.

Provide precompetitive and
up-to-date information to target
market stakeholders.

Attract new entrants to the
Australian minerals sector.

Identify and promote
commercial opportunities.

Showcase Australia’s
research and expertise.
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